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“In August, the large masses of berries, which, when in flower, had attracted
many wild bees, gradually assumed their bright velvety crimson hue, and by
their weight again bent down and broke their tender limbs.” ―Henry David
Thoreau
“Breathe the sweetness that hovers in August.” – Denise Levertov
“Summer is the annual permission slip to be lazy.”- Regina Brett
“Live in the sunshine. Swim in the sea. Drink in the wild air.” – Ralph Waldo
Emerson
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South Coast Mensa wins 1st place
in national CultureQuest competition!
TEAM: Dr. Ellen Carter (Captain), Dr. Karen Peterson,
Dr. Howard Rubenstein, Mary Calvin, Rob Reynolds
ALTERNATES: Jean Golden, Larry Liles
Team name: M-Port Tants
Points earned: 235
Cash award: $550.
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Top 22 teams
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Off the Top of my Head
Mumblings from LocSec Larry Liles
Hello my smart friends,
I missed our June meeting as I was on my way to DC. I found the
Kettle Creek Battlefield in Georgia, down a long dirt road that
covered my car in dust, and to my disappointment it appears that the
memorial had run out of stone to identify any participants past the
letter D. I need to inquire about this. I stayed with friends north of DC
until my sister arrived by rail from a visit in Arkansas, with her
husband and daughter’s family flying in later that night from Seattle.
We had a rental house, with a garden apartment (me), during our stay. I
had not seen my niece since her wedding in 2005. Her two daughters,
aged 13 and 15, were strangers, yet I have watched them grow up on
Facebook, just as I had watched my niece build and sell a successful
dental practice, and move into sleep apnea services. Wonderful now to have personalities to go
with the Facebook images,
My legs were burning the first three days from walking. My sister uses a cane and said that we
were going over 11,000 steps a day, but mostly moved by Metro. We used my Escalade for the
airport, the Air and Space Museum and Mt Vernon in Virginia, and a BBQ at a friend’s
Maryland home on Sunday before the Fourth. We visited both the White House and the Capitol,
both of which had more security than I ever saw when I lived there. With the National Zoo and
many other museums, along with a Fourth of July Parade downtown, and fireworks from the
back windows of our rental, and some good restaurants, we had a packed agenda. The estimated
crowds on the National Mall just seemed like a super-spreader event to avoid, although we often
wore masks. We could see distant fireworks, plus our neighbors were rocking with fireballs and
showers too.
I stopped in Roane County, Tennessee on my way home to share some Civil War pension
records, I had copied years ago at the National Archives, with two distant cousins. The lady I
visited also is making a DAR application on our common ancestor who was in the Kettle Creek
battle. She descends through an illegitimate grandson of the Patriot, and the CW records show
family relationships of four brothers, which tie back to their mother. Her success in getting this
Patriot recognized will make it easier for my daughter to prove him as her Patriot later. Through
just sheer serendipity, another cousin in the area was mentioned, and she laughed as he was
coming over to repair her mailbox which he had run over the day before. He and I met and
agreed we would not have recognized each other on the street, after 30 years apart. He was a
local Doctor and is now 91 years old. My loss of hair gave him a kick. I got home late and
traveled 2800 miles on this trip.
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With great effort, I moved new doors, equipment, tools and furniture and vacuumed over three
days to create a bedroom and living room TV sitting area for my son’s three-week visit. I was
sorer afterwards than with all the DC walking. My daughter came over and told him how scary
my home was, but almost livable now. It has been great to have him here and catching up on his
foreign travels and future expectations, He spent time in Ecuador via Columbia on his way here,
considering dual citizenship possibilities. We did a one-night turn around visit to Houston this
week to initiate his Estonian visa. (Another 957 miles of which he drove half) The student visa
takes a three-week minimum, and it would be too late to get when he visits his mother in
Northern Virginia. He has orientation at the University of Tartu on August 24 and leaves here on
the 22nd. We took the Houston opportunity to visit a 79-year-old buddy who has been in a
wheelchair for over 20 years from an Epstein-Barr virus infection. I have pictures of him holding
Carl as an infant, and Carl stayed at his home for a week after graduation in 2017. So, he is
family that I share Carl’s adventures with. Coincidently, the curator at our recent Mobile Medical
Museum said there is a controversy over whether President FDR had polio or an Epstein-Barr
attack.
Today has been the quietest during Carl’s visit, so time to write this missive. Carl has a digital
side-gig where he edits manuscripts for $200 a day which consists of six hours. He is working on
the third project to come in over the last week. He has attended both my SAR and Mensa
meetings. We have visited several restaurants but had a family BBQ at my stepson’s place in
Daphne last weekend where we over-ate heartedly. We came away with lots of sides and a whole
tri-tip that we are still eating. We went bowling with his sister and his littlest nephew, Jaxon.
Tristan is with his father’s family and will be disappointed to miss Uncle Carl. We have a family
dinner cruise planned on the “Perdido” Saturday night. Dauphin Island Beach on Sunday. We
will visit Alligator Alley Monday for the 11 AM feeding, as we later go to lunch with a fellow
SAR member and his wife in Foley, who lived and taught in Tartu for 5.5 years and want to give
him some tips. We plan to finish up at Mensa member Rob Reynolds’ home that afternoon to
play virtual video games. We still have the Mardi Gras Museum and Toomey’s store to visit.
Additionally, he is catching up on all the shows we binged on during Covid isolation two years
ago; Stranger Things, Witcher, Schitt’s Creek and more. I think my house projects will keep until
later. My head is aswirl with everything going on around me anyhow.
I want to say I am very proud that our group found a successful scholarship applicant and came
in first in Culture Quest. We are amazing, I have a gut feeling that we just might three-pete as the
Diamond Award winner this year. My fingers are crossed. Your participation is what makes all
this happen so please join us in our activities. The more, the merrier.
I hope you are staying safe, hydrated and cool this summer. Wishing all of you the best of your
desires.
Now let me go check my Mega-ball tickets for the big drawing tonight. It’s party time if I
win.
Larry – your LocSec
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Carl at the highest point on the Equator in Ecuador
Larry standing next to his sister and her family at a BBQ at a friend’s home in
MD
Larry with children Lauren and Carl and grandson Jaxon at family BBQ.
Visiting an old family friend, Sam Vines, in Houston
Carl eating Guinea Pig in Ecuador.
In front of the White House Oval Office
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August Meeting
The Mushroom Man Tan

Hello, everybody. On August 11th, which is a Thursday, we will be meeting at the El Kamino Bay
restaurant. It is a relatively new restaurant on the Spanish Fort end of the causeway. The
address is 5872 Battleship Parkway in Spanish Fort.
The meeting will be from 6:00 to 8:00 p.m.
Our speaker will be Mushroom Man Tan, who has a proper name of Tanner Hammond. He is a
very interesting young man who got into mushrooms through his work as a chef. He will be
teaching us how to grow mushrooms in the privacy and comfort of our own homes. You can
look him up on Facebook. He goes by Mushroom Man Tan.

August Meeting
Thursday, August 11
6:00 – 8:00 PM
El Kamino Bay Restaurant
5872 Battleship Parkway
Spanish Fort, AL 36527
https://www.elkaminobay.com/
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Second Saturday Meet to Eat
Another one bites the dust! Small, but happy, very well-fed little
group. For this month, bring your vaxxed, boosted selves and your v/b
guests and join us at the Olive Garden on Airport Blvd. We meet on
Saturday, August 13th.
Just notify me by Friday evening so I can be sure to request the
appropriate size table. Notify me by August 12 by 9:00 PM at 251/7763257 or you can email me at ebunnyw@webtv.net. Looking forward to
seeing YOU there. There's always room for more. Looking forward to
seeing you there. Take care, all, and TRY to stay cool. EBW
Second Saturday Meet to Eat
Saturday, August 13
11:00 AM
Olive Garden Italian Restaurant
3701 Airport Blvd.
Mobile, AL 36608
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Mensa Game Time
Gary Kubina

Mensa Game Time is a lot of fun. It’s a Zoom meeting that last
40 minutes. Mark your calendar now. The Zoom link will be
sent a few days before the event.
What a fun time we had playing Oodles in July. Lots of funny,
punny clues with quick, smart responses. This month we are
playing a classic game (without the board, of course). We are
playing Trivial Pursuit. Not good at trivia? Join us and listen.
Invite a friend by sending them the link.
We will also be guessing some Think-a-grams.

Day and time: Saturday, August 20, 11:00 AM

ALALLL

TI

ME

In September we will have a guest host! Who will it be? What game
will we be playing? More details in the September newsletter.
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June Meeting Recap
We had a small but GREAT meeting. The Blind Mule features really good food and good
service. As far as I could see they were staffed by 3 ladies. No speakers - good for our
treasury. But we had fun chatting and eating - two things we do exceedingly well. Love to go
back when the weather is nicer and we can dine al fresco. EBW
This month (June) Ellen took us on an adventure, and we dined at The Blind Mule in
downtown Mobile. We have not tried a new location in a way-too-long time, so we were
all thrilled for the experience. While there were not a lot of us, we had a very nice
evening on this place. The decorations are very artisan, modern and mostly mixed
media pieces. There was an especially festive deer in the middle of the room that was
hard to miss! The location has a bar, a few tables inside and a patio area that we agree
we should explore on a Fall season month.
We asked the server about the name and the story is very interesting! The story goes
that the location was originally where the carriages were stored during the night. The
location was next to the stables where the horses will spend the night (the location next
door is actually called The Stables, by the way) and is a short distance to the docks on
the Mobile River. Apparently, some smugglers would take an opportunity (either at the
docks or during the night) to attach contraband merchandize under the
carriages. Those carriages then became unknowingly mules, thus "blind mule".
The restaurant has a small parking area next to it and more parking around the
area. They also deliver, so take note if you live around downtown. The menu is local
and very good. Among us we order salads, burgers, gumbo and desert and everyone
was very pleased with their selections. I will definitively return and explore it more!
There were only six of us (Ellen, Al, Bunny, Terry, Jean and I) while we only need two of
us to call it a "meeting"! I forgot to take a picture of all the group, while here are a few
photos with a few of us.
We are now looking forward next month (July) meeting at the Mobile Medical Museum!
Leslie Castro-Rosario
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July Meeting Recap
The South Coast Mensa Group met 6:00 PM, July 21, 2022, under the covered rear porch of the
Mobile Medical Museum in the Children’s and Women’s Hospital complex off Springhill Road.
Eighteen people attended, including guests and our speaker. Dr. Ellen Carter scheduled our
meeting as Dr. Karen Peterson is away for the Summer. Ellen prepared four types of homemade
soup with bread and crackers for our meal. The Museum charged four dollars for each attendee,
and twenty-five dollars for use of their kitchen. Attendees paid fourteen dollars each, which is
substantially less than our restaurant visits.
As we prepared our plates and ate, Dr. Daryn Glassbrook, PhD, the Museum Executive Director.
related the history of the museum, including the building’s historic value. He covered the
evolution of medical services in Mobile with the diseases faced locally, which were complicated
with mosquitos, and then a short review of some of the herbs in their medical herb garden. Early
residents faced many medical hardships we take for granted today.
A short business meeting was then conducted. Our Culture Quest team, under the direction of
Captain Ellen Carter, were recognized as the first-place winner in this year’s contest. The cash
prize is $550. So, kudos to all the team members. We won over some very large Mensa groups.
Additionally, Scholarship Chair Karen Peterson reported by email that we had one applicant
receive a scholarship from the Mensa Foundation this year. We will invite our winner to next
month’s meeting. Karen is stepping down as our Scholarship Chair, so we need a member to
volunteer as Chair. Karen will coach the new Chair, so the transition should be smooth. We have
a good team of applicant essay graders in place already, but more here would also be welcomed.
And finally, we all sang happy birthday to long-time member Jean Golden who celebrated her
90th birthday last week. She should be an inspiration to all of us to age actively and gracefully.
Dr Glassbrook was presented a group mug in appreciation.
We then went into the museum which consists of three galleries. Dr, Glassbrook discussed the
various displays. Mobile was very active in medical develop that impacted this state. We had one
of the earliest medical schools in the 1850s, during the time of upheaval to the approach of
medicine from tending to the four humors, expressed as far back as early Greece, to the new
germ-based approach coming out of central Europe. The displays include a couple of anatomical
models from the 1700s, that were lost and retrieved by the museum founders, and restored.
Important medical practitioners were recognized, and lots of early equipment from hand tools, to
radiation, to dental, patent and quack medicine, and more were encased. The final gallery has an
iron lung and a blown-up photo of a floor filled with machines holding mostly children. Dr
Glassbrook stayed late to answer many questions as members left, and we closed after 8 PM.
LocSec Liles, and his visiting son Carl, helped Ellen pack up and bring stuff home. Prepared
desserts were forgotten in the final minutes.
Respectfully submitted
Larry – LocSec
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ExComm Minutes
The following items were discussed:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pandemic safety measures in Alabama
Planning our three September gatherings
The need for more meeting locations
Celebrating our 1st place CultureQuest win!
Updating our bylaws still on hold
Gifted child coordinator reviews Kid Quest
Searching for old M-Port newsletters. Some need to be scanned in.
Celebrating our scholarship winner
Select Scholarship chair and committee
Select Nominations/election committee
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All I really need to know I learned from my dog
Richard Lederer
This year, August 26 will mark National Dog Day. We
give dogs what time we can spare, what space we can
spare, what food we can spare, and what love we can spare.
In return, dogs give us everything. It’s the best deal we
human beings have ever made.
Dogs also teach us to live better lives:
When you’re happy, dance around and wag your
entire body. Enjoy the simple things in life, like taking a long
walk or riding in a car and feeling the wind blowing on your
face. Run barefoot, romp, and play daily. Leave yourself
breathless at least once every day.
Master the art of stretching. Eat with gusto and
enthusiasm. If it’s not wet and sloppy, it’s not a real kiss.
When someone is having a bad day, be silent, sit close by,
and nuzzle them gently. When loved ones come home, always run to greet them. Take time to
stop and eat the roses.
Trust your instincts. Don’t go out without ID. When it’s in your best interest, practice
obedience. On hot days, drink lots of water and lie under a shady tree. Life is hard, and then
you nap. Let others know when they’ve invaded your territory. Make your mark on the world.
Be loyal. Never pretend to be something you’re not. Listen respectfully to what others
have to say. When you do something wrong, always take responsibility (as soon as you’re
dragged out from under the bed). No matter how often you’re scolded, don’t buy into the guilt
thing and pout. Run right back and make friends. To err is human; to forgive canine.
If you can be cheerful, ignoring aches and pains. If you can resist complaining and boring
people with your troubles; If you can eat the same food every day and be grateful for it. If you
can understand when loved ones are too busy to give you any time;
If you can take criticism and blame without resentment; If you can face the world
without lies and deceit. If you can start the day without caffeine or pep pills. If you can relax
without liquor and sleep without the aid of drugs;
If you can find great happiness in the simplest things in life. If you can forgive any action
in the blink of an eye. If you can repel intruders without using lethal weapons.
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If you have no bias against creed, color, religion, politics, or gender. If you offer unconditional
love as naturally as you breathe, then you are almost as good as your dog.
For more than a century, dogs have trotted, scampered, barked, and howled through
our cartoons. Occasionally a strip is named after the dog itself, as in Marmaduke, Fred Bassett,
and Mother Goose & Grimm. In other funnies, the dog is simply one player in a pen-and-ink
cast.
Match each dog in the left-paw column with its comic strip home in the U-T in the rightpaw column. Answers follow.
1.Barfy
2. Daisy
3. Dogbert
4. Earl
5. Fang
6. Odie
7. Otto
8. Poncho
9. Puddles
10. Roscoe
11. Ruff
12. Satchel Pooch
13. Snert
14. Snoopy
15. Spitsy
16.Wally

Beetle Bailey
Big Nate
Blondie
Dennis the Menace
Dilbert
Drabble
The Duplex
The Family Circus
Garfield
Get Fuzzy
Hagar the Horrible
LuAnn
Mutts
Peanuts
Pickles
Pooch Café

Answers
1. The Family Circus 2. Blondie 3. Dilbert 4. Mutts
5. The Duplex 6. Garfield 7. Beetle Bailey 8. Pooch Café
9. LuAnn 10. Pickles 11. Dennis the Menace 12. Get Fuzzy
13. Hagar the Horrible 14. Peanuts 15. Big Nate 16. Drabble
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Mug Shot
Show Us Your Mug!

The new South Coast Mensa mugs, designed by LocSec Larry Liles and his daughter, are a big
hit. Many of our members already have one, or a set of two, four, or six. The mugs come is six
different color choices on the handle and interior. They have a big 17 oz. capacity and are
dishwasher safe and microwave safe. It’s time to share a photo of your smiling mug along with
your South Coast Mensa mug. Take a selfie or get someone else to snap the shot. Got more
than one mug? Have another person join you in the photo.
Send a photo of you and your mug to garymath@hotmail.com along with your first and last
name and what you enjoy in your mug.
Don’t have your mug yet? Contact Larry Liles to purchase one for $10.
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Question of the Month
Mensans have a lot to say, so I’d like to hear your thoughts on the question of the month. Send
the editor an email or a snail mail with your answer to the Question of the Month. Please
include your first and last name to be printed with your response.

July Question of the Month:
Am I taking care of myself physically?

August Question of the Month: Have you made changes on your
house, family and/or yourself to be more ecofriendly?

Local Scholarship Winner
Scholarship chair, Dr. Karen Peterson, is proud to announce that South
Coast Mensa had a scholarship winner.
Anna Wentworth won the Diana Mossip Memorial Scholarship.
It has a value of $600. Congratulation to Diana.
Thanks to our scholarship committee for their hard work in reading and
judging all of the applications. The committee included: Dr. Karen
Peterson- Scholarship Chair, and judges/readers Dr. George
Hartley, Dr. Leslie Castro-Rosario, and Bunny Warsh.
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Tracy Becomes a Lifetime Mensan
South Coast Mensa member, Tracy Jay Bowling (Daphne, AL),
joined the Lifetime membership group. It is listed on page 13 of
the July edition of Mensa Bulletin.
Here’s how our local group breaks down:
60% pay dues annually
20% are Lifetime members
20% join for multiple years at a slight discount

Every member has had successes and failures in their life. Are you willing to share
some of yours? I guess we could consider being a member of Mensa a success,
but we really didn’t do anything to “earn” that.
You can send in a series of stories about your successes and failures from your life
all at once or you can send in one story every month or two.
The words success and failure can be interpreted in many ways. It can be a really
big success or failure or a seemingly small one. All can add up to a lesson learned.
Sometimes a success turns into a failure and sometimes a failure becomes a
success. Share your stories. We can all learn from each other.
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In the past, members have submitted photos of items for us to guess what it is, or
identify the plant or bug species, or what was the purpose of some antique. Well,
here’s your chance to guess what an item is and also your opportunity to submit
your photos (with answers please). It may be a close-up photo, or a faraway
photo, or a photo of something peculiar. Be creative. Use your imagination (and
your camera).
Send your photo submission to Gary (garymath@hotmail.com).
From Tommie
Peterson.
What is it?
Answer near
the end of this
newsletter.
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The Scholarship Committee needs a Scholarship chair.
We are also, always looking for additional
readers/judges to help out.
A Nominations/Elections committee is needed.
Contact any of our officers to inquire about these
opportunities.

Fellow Mensans: What are you up to? What have you been doing lately?
I think your fellow Mensans would love to have a peek into your interests
and hobbies. Send me information about your activities, hobbies, and
interests. Attach photos. Let me hear from you.
(Gary Kubina’s contact information is at the end of this newsletter.)
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Monthly Report from RVC 5, Nancy Campbell
I’m just back from a full week at the Annual Gathering (AG) in Sparks, NV. I
had a great time overall. The week began Tuesday, with the Colloquium.
This was a wonderful day long program titled “Giftedness across the
Lifespan: A More Complete Picture.” My favorite speaker was Rianne van
de Ven, who has worked as a professional coach for gifted adults for more
than 15 years. She is from the Netherlands and shared her story about not
being identified as gifted until the age of 33. She has since dedicated her
energy to improving the quality of life of gifted adults.
Word from the Mensa Foundation President, Charlie Steinhice, is that the
Foundation will continue to research this topic of Giftedness Across the Lifespan.
Wednesday I was able to attend several sessions, and all were excellent. Thursday was the allday American Mensa Committee (AMC) meeting. We began by appointing the following
officers: Robin Crawford, Communications Officer; Charlie Steinhice, Director of Science and
Education; Tabby Vos, Marketing Officer; and Kimberly Strickland, Membership Officer. We
received the Volunteerism Task Force’s Final Report. We accepted the 2021-2022 Audit report
done by CliftonLarsenAllen, LLP. We passed a motion to add Volunteerism to the Strategic Plan
and a motion to codify the statement of Member Rights and Responsibilities. And then we
tabled the next five motions, all pertaining to the office of Ombudsman, until the next AMC
meeting in Hurst, TX in September. Finally, we passed a motion to change the term of the
Ombudsman to three years; and a motion to clarify rules regarding a parent or guardian
attending a test session with a minor child.
My favorite parts of each AG are the Chairman’s Reception (invitation only) and the Foundation
Reception (invitation only, for Foundation supporters). Both are Black Tie events, and it is fun
to see my friends dressed to the teeth in long gowns and formal wear.
A report on the AG would not be complete without mention of the Gala Dinner. The speaker
this year was Margot Lee Shetterly, the founder of The Human Computer Project, an endeavor
that is recovering the names and accomplishments of all the women who worked as computers,
mathematicians, scientists and engineers for NASA from the 1930s through the 1980s.
On Sunday, we had our first ever Drag Brunch. Frankly, our Queens in the Queen City of
Charlotte, NC are prettier and more talented…
Don’t forget -- Charlotte Blue Ridge Mensa’s Annual RG -- To Infinity and Beyond, November
4-6, 2022, will be held at the Fairfield Inn and Suites Charlotte Uptown. To register for the RG,
register online at https://cbrmensa.org/2022-charlotte-blue-ridge-mensa-rg-registration/.
Nancy Campbell, RVC 5
704-533-3351
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Read any good books lately? Why not write a review and send it to the editor for
a future issue of M-Port? Happy reading . . . and writing.

What’s In Your Stack?
Maybe you have two books you are currently reading or a stack of 15
that is waiting in the wings to be read. Let us know what’s in your stack.
Please include your full name. This is different than a book review. It is
a list. If you like, you can provide a brief synopsis for each entry but it’s
not necessary.

1 deadline on the 23rd of each month.
Please have all submissions for this newsletter arriving to
Gary by the 23rd of the month.
Thank you, thank you, thank you!!!

Cook’s Corner
Got a recipe? Send it in!
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In My Yard
What’s in your yard? Share photos and captions. Maybe it’s your home, a pet in
the yard, a flower, a vegetable garden, kids playing, a sunset, a moonrise, or a
porch swing. Grab your camera and walk around your yard and start sharing.
Beverly’s friend, Rehna, from north Alabama shares some photos.
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The cardinals love the seeds as the sunflowers wither.

From Dr. George Hartley

Two Charentais cantaloupes, one ripe and one green. They originated in southern France, and I think
they have a better flavor than the American ones, but that may just be a function of me picking them
when they are at their peak of ripeness.
These cantaloupes are used in some cosmetic product that is marketed by Cindy Crawford; mine don't
have a long shelf life as the ones pictured in Cindy's ads.
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We went to Gulf Breeze, FL to visit family and saw a pod of dolphins.
Three appeared to be calves.
Gary Kubina
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Presidential Quiz
What’s In a Name?
The first question came from Neil Patrick Harris and that sent me down a rabbit hole
concerning president’s names. It’s not always about knowing the answer. Just have fun.

Gary Kubina
1.
2.
3.
4.

Which U. S. President’s name has the letters D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L
Name the first five presidents in order.
What are the middle names of the first five presidents?
Three of our presidents died on the same holiday. Name the three
presidents and the holiday.
5. What president was born William Jefferson Blythe?
6. Give the full names of the two presidents that have two middle names.
7. How many presidents did not
have a middle name? List them.
8. What is Ulysses Grant’s middle
name?
9. What is Grover Cleveland’s
middle name?
10. What is Woodrow Wilson’s
middle name? I bet you get this
one.
11.What is Calvin Coolidge’s middle
name? Hmmm.
12. What is Harry Truman’s middle
initial? What does it stand for?
13. What is rumored to be the
middle initial of Franklin Pierce?
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Presidential Quiz Answers
1. John Fitzgerald Kennedy
2. George Washington, John Adams, Thomas Jefferson, James
Madison, James Monroe
3. They did not have a middle name
4. Thomas Jefferson, John Adams, James Monroe. They all died on the
4th of July. Jefferson and Adams died on the same day, July 4, 1826
5. Bill Clinton
6. George Herbert Walker Bush Sr. and Gerald Lynch/Rudolph Ford
Gerald Ford had two middle names, albeit not at the same
time. You see, Ford’s birth name was Leslie Lynch King (the
same as his birth father). However, at age two, his mother
changed his name to Gerald Rudolph Ford, the name of his
adoptive father (who spelled it “Rudolff”).
7. 17 presidents had no middle name. We’ve already listed the first five.
Here are the rest: Andrew Jackson, Martin Van Buren, John Tyler,
Zachary Taylor, Millard Fillmore, James Buchanan, Abraham Lincoln,
Andrew Johnson, James Garfield, Benjamin Harrison, William
McKinley, Theodore Roosevelt
8. Ulysses. Born Hiram Ulysses Grant (Hiram was his maternal
grandfather, and Ulysses was a mythological hero), Grant’s
name was transcribed erroneously on paperwork relating to his
admission to West Point at the age of 17. So then why is he
always referred to as Ulysses “S” Grant? Turns out that was a
nickname he got after joining the military: “U.S.” Grant. It was
probably a bit more fitting for the General than his actual
initials: “H.U.G.”
9. Grover. Grover Cleveland has something in common with
Ulysses Grant beside the presidency. Born Stephen Grover
Cleveland in New Jersey in 1837, he went by Grover from early in
his childhood.
10.
Woodrow. Born Thomas Woodrow Wilson, America’s 28th
president decided, as an adult, to go by his middle name
(Woodrow) instead of his first name, making him the third
president to go by his middle, rather than his first.
11.
Calvin, Our nation’s 30th president, Calvin Coolidge, was
another president who used his middle name, instead of his
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first. Born John Calvin Coolidge, he was named for his father
but had been referred to as Calvin from early childhood.
12.
S. Harry Truman‘s middle initial doesn’t actually stand for
any name at all. Apparently, when Harry was born in 1884, his
parents couldn’t decide on a middle name, so they simply went
with the letter S, with the goal of honoring both Harry’s
paternal grandfather, Anderson Shippe Truman, and his
maternal grandfather, Solomon Young. “Harry” is for his
maternal uncle, Harrison Young.
13.
K. Our 14th president, Franklin Pierce, is rumored to have
had the middle initial, “K,” which is thought to have stood for
“Kendrick,” which was his mother, Anna’s, maiden name. But
there are no official documents that prove this to be true. What
we do know about Franklin Pierce is that at 48, he was the
youngest president ever elected at the time, and just weeks
before his inauguration, his 11-year-old son, Benjamin, was killed
in a train accident.

Editor’s note: In an email to Richard Lederer, I mentioned that I was
including some trivia questions about the middle names of our presidents.
He kindly sent me some of his trivia from one of his books. Thank you,
Richard! You can check out his website at https://verbivore.com/
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9. Presidential Nicknames
The nickname for Ulysses S. Grant comes from a famous letter he wrote in February
1852 to the Confederate commander of Fort Donelson, in Tennessee, proposing an armistice:
“No terms except an unconditional and immediate surrender can be accepted. I propose to move
immediately upon your works.”
Match the presidential nicknames in the left-hand column with the presidents in the
second column:
1. The Great Emancipator
2. Old Hickory
3. The Father of His Country
4. The Sage of Monticello
5. Ike
6. The King of Camelot
7. Tricky Dicky
8. Silent Cal
9. Tippecanoe
10. Unconditional Surrender
11. Old Rough and Ready
12. The Gipper
13. The New Dealer
14. The Schoolmaster
15. The Rough Rider
16. Big Bill
17. The Bachelor President
18. The Haberdasher

a. James Buchanan
b. Calvin Coolidge
c. Dwight David Eisenhower
d. Ulysses S. Grant
e. William Henry Harrison
f. Andrew Jackson
g. Thomas Jefferson
h. John F. Kennedy
i. Abraham Lincoln
j. Richard M. Nixon
k. Ronald Reagan
l. Franklin D. Roosevelt
m. Theodore Roosevelt
n. William Howard Taft
o. Zachary Taylor
p. Harry S. Truman
q. George Washington
r. Woodrow Wilson
Answers

1. i 2. f 3. q 4. g 5. c 6. h 7. j 8.b 9. e 10. d 11. c 12.k 13. l 14. r 15. m 16. n 17. a 18. p
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10 Right Down the Middle
Presidents have more than their share of intriguing middle names. Two of them -Ronald Wilson Reagan and William Jefferson Clinton -- match the last names of two of their
predecessors.
Ulysses S. Grant came into this world as Hiram Ulysses Grant. When his name was
mistakenly entered on the West Point register as Ulysses S. Grant, he eagerly embraced the
error because he detested the initials H. U. G. and loved having the initials U.S., as in “United
States” and “Uncle Sam.”
Less pyrotechnically, Grover was originally the middle name of Stephen Grover
Cleveland, Woodrow the middle name of Thomas Woodrow Wilson, Calvin the middle name
of John Calvin Coolidge, and Dwight the middle name of David Dwight Eisenhower.

And then there’s Harry S. Truman – or is it Harry S Truman, without
the period? Truman initiated this punctuation controversy in 1962, when told
reporters that the S wasn’t an initial for a particular name. Rather, the S was a
compromise between the names of his grandfathers, Anderson Shipp Truman
and Solomon Young, making the letter a kind of embracive middle name.
Using each middle name listed, identify the full name of each American president:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Abram
Alan
Baines
Birchard
Clark
Delano
Earl
Fitzgerald

9. Gamaliel
10. Henry
11. Herbert Walker
12. Howard
13. Knox
14.Milhous
15. Quincy
16. Walker
Answers

1. James Abram Garfield 2. Chester Alan Arthur 3. Lyndon Baines Johnson 4.
Rutherford Birchard Hayes 5. Herbert Clark Hoover 6. Franklin Delano Roosevelt 7. James
Earl Carter 8. John Fitzgerald Kennedy
9. Warren Gamaliel Harding 10. William Henry Harrison 11. George Herbert Walker Bush
(our only president to be identified with two middle names) 12. William Howard Taft 13.
James Knox Polk 14. Richard Milhous Nixon 15. John Quincy Adams 16. George Walker
Bush
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11 What’s in a President’s Name?
An anagram is the re-arrangement of all the letters in a word or phrase to create another
word of phrase. Here are the best efforts to anagram the names of our twentieth- and twenty-firstcentury presidents. Some work better grammatically than others; some are more appropriate to the
president, some less telling.
Theodore Roosevelt
William Howard Taft
Woodrow Wilson
Warren Gamaliel Harding
Calvin Coolidge
Herbert Clark Hoover
Franklin Delano Roosevelt
Harry S. Truman
Dwight David Eisenhower
John Fitzgerald Kennedy
Lyndon Baines Johnson
Richard Milhous Nixon
Gerald Rudolph Ford
James Earl Carter
Ronald W. Reagan
George Bush
William Jefferson Clinton
George W. Bush
Barack Hussein Obama

LOVED HORSE; TREE, TOO.

A WORD WITH ALL: I'M FAT.
O LORD, SO NOW WWI.
REAL WINNER? HIM A LAGGARD.
LOVE? A COLD ICING.
O, HARK, CLEVER BROTHER.
ELEANOR, KIN, LAST FOND LOVER
RASH ARMY RUNT
HE DID VIEW THE WAR DOINGS.
ZING! JOY DARKEN, THEN FLED.
NO NINNY, HE'S ON JOB LADS.
HUSH -- NIX CRIMINAL ODOR!
A RUDER LORD; GOLF PH.D
A RARE, CALM JESTER
A WAN OLD RANGER
HE BUGS GORE.
JILTS NICE WOMEN; IN FOR FALL
HE GREW BOGUS / WE GUSH OR BEG.
ABRAHAM IS BACK. ONE U.S.!

In this book you have learned that anybody can ascend to the presidency of the United
States. Jefferson did it, Nixon did it, and Truman did it. So any Tom, Dick, and Harry can become
president.
What is the most popular first name among presidents? The answer is James. Six presidents
share that first name -- Madison, Monroe, Polk, Buchanan, Garfield, and Carter. Tied for second place
are William with four -- Harrison, McKinley, Taft, and Clinton. – and John with four -- Adams, Quincy
Adams, Tyler, and Kennedy. Massachusetts is the birth state of three presidents named John -- John
Adams, John Quincy Adams, and John F. Kennedy. In 2004, Senator John Kerry failed in his bid to
become the fourth.
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Despite fourteen presidents with the first names James, John, and William, nineteen of our
chief executives, starting with Thomas Jefferson and ending with Barack Obama, have first names
not shared by any other man in the office.
Five pairs of presidents have shared the same last name – Adams, Harrison, Johnson,
Roosevelt, and Bush. Only the Johnsons were unrelated to each other.
Here are some other letter-perfect tidbits of presidential trivia:
•

Five presidential last names consist of four letters. In chronological order, they are Polk,
Taft, Ford, Bush, and Bush. George W. Bush is the only one among them to serve two
terms.

•

In contrast to the monosyllabic monikers above, Eisenhower is the only presidential
surname that contains four syllables and that begins with a vowel other than A. NB Obama
[The first name of Ulysses S. Grant is the only one among presidents that begins with a
vowel other than A.]

•

Barack Obama is the only president whose surname begins and ends with a vowel.

•

H is the most popular first letter of presidential surnames – Harrison, Hayes, Harrison,
Harding, and Hoover. S is the most common letter at the beginning of English words, but
no president’s surname starts with that letter.

•

Only one president’s name contains a letter that is found in no other president’s name.
That letter is the q in John Quincy Adams.

•

Ulysses Simpson Grant and Rutherford Birchard Hayes are the only presidential names
that contain a, e, i, o, and u, with a y to boot.

•

Four presidents have had alliterative first and last names -- Woodrow Wilson, Calvin
Coolidge, Herbert Hoover, and Ronald Reagan. They all served in the twentieth century.

•

James Madison is the only president whose first and last names alternate between
consonants and vowels.

•

A number of presidential last names can be charaded (cleft in two) to reveal two separate
words:
Washington = washing + ton
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Adams = a + dams
Jackson = jack + son
Fillmore = fill + more
Johnson = john + son
Hayes = ha + yes
Hoover = ho + over
Nixon = nix + on
Note that if you reverse the last two letters of Richard Nixon’s last name, you get a
double negative – nix + no.
•

Two presidents have had double letters in both their first and last names–William
Harrison and Millard Fillmore.

•

Four twentieth century presidents have had surnames containing oo–Roosevelt, Coolidge,
Hoover, and Roosevelt. All these men occupied the Oval Office in the first half of the
twentieth century, three of them sequentially.

•

Nine presidents with double letters in one of their names served sequentially -- William
McKinley, Theodore Roosevelt, William Taft, Woodrow Wilson, Warren Harding, Calvin
Coolidge, Herbert Hoover, Franklin Roosevelt, and Harry S. Truman.

•

Cleveland, McKinley, Roosevelt, Taft, and Wilson were elected sequentially and
alphabetically.

•

Taft and Nixon are the only presidential surnames that begin and end with the same
letter. Theodore Roosevelt is the only U.S. president whose full name begins and ends
with the same letter.

•

Rutherford B. Hayes’s first name contains the last name of Gerald Ford. Andrew and
Lyndon Johnson’s last name contains the first name of four other presidents–Adams,
Quincy Adams, Tyler, and Kennedy.

•

Pierce, Grant, Ford, Carter, Bush, Bush, and (in Britain) Hoover are all common words when
uncapitalized.

•

Every member of Lyndon Baines Johnson’s family had the initials LBJ–his wife, Lady Bird,
and his daughters, Linda Bird and Luci Baines.
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•

Just as the word president is beheadable -- president becomes resident–a number of
presidential surnames transmogrify into new words when their first letters are lopped off:
Adams becomes dams.
Grant becomes rant becomes ant.
Hayes becomes ayes becomes yes.

August Mensa Anniversaries

August Birthdays

Rhonda Albritton
Barry Debski
Westley Dixon
Robert Finney
Tommie Peterson

Gary Kubina
Mary Calvin
Milton Brown
George Kolb
Prentiss Willcutt
Robert Reynolds
Hollis Jenkins
Michael Gillion

2 years
4 years
9 years
19 years
21 years

Aug. 1
Aug. 4
Aug. 4
Aug. 4
Aug. 8
Aug. 20
Aug. 27
Aug. 29

Do you want to make changes?
Your Mensa Anniversary or Birthday never appears?
You want to start getting the entire newsletter by email instead of
the partial newsletter by the U. S. mail?
You need to change your contact information?
Then you can contact the national office in any of these ways, and Tim
will help.
American Mensa
1315 Brookside Dr.
Hurst, TX 76053

info@americanmensa.org
(817) 607-0060
(817) 649-5232
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Spotlight On A Mensan
Please send me information about yourself. Include your first and last name along with
anything you care to share in our newsletter, M-Port. It can be from a few lines to a page in
length. Bullets or sentences are OK. Possible ideas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Number of years in Mensa
Personal/family/pet information
Work experience
Awards/accomplishments
Hobbies
Positive Mensa experiences
Why did you join Mensa?

Send to:

Gary Kubina
garymath@hotmail.com

Treasurer’s Report from Bunny Warsh
Balance on hand 6/23/22:

$2247.54

Received
AML Subsidy 7/15/22

$ 56.10

Spent
Bank srv. chg. 6/1/22

$

Balance on hand 7/23/22:

3.00

$2300.64

Respectfully submitted,
E. Bunny Warsh
Treasurer
South Coast Mensa
Group 5/365
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Ponder

Meditate

Muse

Ruminate

To feel sorry for the needy is not the mark of a good person – to help them is. (Frank Clark)
The future is that time when you’ll wish you’d done what you aren’t doing now. (Gerald Roque)
We seldom think of what we have but always of what we lack. (Schopenhauer)
The kind of humor I like is the thing that makes me laugh for five seconds and think for ten
minutes. (William Davis).
When it comes to staying young, a mind lift beats a face lift any day. (Marty Bucella)
America is a tune. It must be sung together. (Gerald Stanley Lee)
It’s the things in common that make relationships enjoyable, but it’s the little differences that
make them interesting. (Bill Barich)
Math is the only place where truth and beauty mean the same thing. (Danica McKellar)
America is another name for opportunity. (Ralph Waldo Emerson)
Those who think it’s permissible to tell white lies soon become color-blind. (Austin O’Malley)
Gentle words fall lightly but they have great weight. (Ogden Nash)
Mathematics possesses not only truth, but supreme beauty (Bertrand Russell)
A half-truth is a whole lie. (Unknown source)
Find the seed at the bottom of your heart and bring forth a flower. (Shiquenori Kameoki)
The uncreative mind can spot wrong answers, but it takes a creative mind to spot wrong
questions. (Anthony Jay)
There’s a great new rice diet that always works – you use one chopstick. (Red Buttons)
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Picture This!
Photos by Tommie Peterson

All photos are copyright protected and should not be reproduced without permission.
You may send the newsletter to friends in its entirety.
Welcome to Picture This. Now that my flower gardens are established, let’s visit some of my new
neighbors who have taken up residence there, then a few photos taken from close by.

It’s a joy to see the pollinators return. When my garden starts blooming, I look for them. So far, there
are rarely more than several bees and a couple of butterflies there at one time. The spiders and
dragonflies are looking impatient…
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I photographed this cutie-pie butterfly in New Mexico.
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The wasp and the fly on this lantana may not be after flower nectar, but they do manage to get some
pollen where it belongs.
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Dragonflies may not deserve the title of pollinator, but you will almost always find them in the
neighborhood.
47

The same may be said of Damselflies, who prefer to focus on their own species.
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Here is one of my favorite critters in my garden: Jumping spiders. These spiders stalk and/or ambush
their prey (rather that web-catch) and will surprise you with their personalities. They are sometimes
sold/kept as pets.
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When the water reflects like a mirror…

50

In past issues I’ve shown you the patterns reflected from fast-shutter photos of water surfaces at sunset
during a light breeze. Here’s one from mid-day, when the sky was blue with white clouds.
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So, as the sun sinks slowly…
52

…we do get to see some sunset colors before saying goodbye.
Goodbye! Thanks for stopping by!

What is it?
A head of red cabbage cut across the center, side to side.
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Mensa Monthly Meeting
Thursday, August 11, 6:00 PM
El Kamino Bay Restaurant
Second Saturday Meet To Eat
Saturday, August 13, 11:00 AM
Olive Garden
Mobile, AL
Mensa Game Time
Saturday, August 20, 11:00 AM
Zoom Meeting

LocSec

Assistant LocSec

Treasurer

Larry Liles
sovereigntime@gmail.com
540-272-0184

Dr. Karen Peterson
kpeterson@southalabama.edu
251-709-8434

Bunny Warsh
ebunnyw@webtv.net
251-776-3257

Proctor

Facebook Manager

S. S. Meet to Eat

Dr. Leslie Castro-Rosario
SCMensaProctor@yahoo.com
787-501-4289

Trey Lemley
tlemley@gmail.com
251-610-6587

Bunny Warsh
ebunnyw@webtv.net
251-776-3257

Editor

Mailing Coordinator

Web Master

Gary Kubina
garymath@hotmail.com
251-633-3564

Gary Kubina
garymath@hotmail.com
251-633-3564

Al Warsh
alwarsh@webtv.net
251-230-5001

Gifted Youth Coordinator Ombudsman

Proctor

Dr. Ellen Carter
251-327-1885

Bunny Warsh
ebunnyw@webtv.net
251-776-3257

Dr. Ellen Carter
251-327-1885

There are no changes in officers to report this month.
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3787 Raphael Court
Semmes, AL 36575

To:

M-Port: The Official Newsletter of South Coast Mensa

Opinions expressed in M-Port are those of the writers and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of any other
individual or of any official Mensa body.
Mensa is an international society in which the sole requirement for qualification for membership is a score at or
above the 98th percentile on any of a number of standardized intelligence tests. Mensa is a not-for-profit
organization whose main purpose is to serve as a means of communication and assembly for its members.
“Mensa’s purposes are to identify and foster human intelligence for the benefit of humanity; to encourage
research in the nature, characteristics, and uses of intelligence; and to provide a stimulating intellectual and social
environment for its members.”
All items for publication are subject to editing except those ordered to be printed by the Board of Directors, the
time and date of calendar entries, and those articles designated “print as is or not at all.”
Editing will consist of correcting spelling and grammar, modifying for space, appropriateness and clarity, and
determining if the material is in good taste.
Any submission that is edited will not have the general meaning changed unless approved by the author. If, after
negotiation, the editor and the author do not both approve the text, the submission will not be published.
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